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  Unlike many sports, stamina and extreme sports record-holders aren't separated by
sex;Record-holding endurance hiker Jennifer Pharr Davis explores what makes women uniquely
effective in the developing sport of endurance hiking and how those lessons can allow women
to push themselves previous their limits and to challenge their body, brain, and life. And how
can women harness the energy of this endurance and use it to excel in all areas of their lives?
The more the activity requires endurance, the less significant the gap between women's
features and men's features becomes. What is it about women's bodies and thoughts that gives
them an edge in endurance sports that they don't really have in other areas? there is
absolutely no record-setting male and record-setting feminine - there is a single record-holder.
With a storyteller's hearing for fascinating fine detail and description, she takes us with her as
she units the record on the Appalachian Trail and introduces us to the mentors who helped her
to recognize and unlock different facets of her endurance features. Jennifer Pharr Davis, the ex
- record holder of the FKT (or Fastest Known Period) on the Appalachian Trail, tells the story of
her meteoric rise in the wonderful world of endurance hiking and, in doing this, unpacks key
characteristics that produce women uniquely suited to endurance. She reveals and
investigates precisely what it is that gives women the ability to excel at endurance sports with
techniques that guys cannot. She empowers ladies to delve deep to their minds and bodies to
get the variables that will unlock phenomenal stamina in every individual, and inspires listeners
to take that new-found stamina and use it going to new personal records in everything from
sports activities to the boardroom.
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SO SUPERIOR TO SCOTT JUREK'S BOOK! With non-e of Scott's self-importance, Jennifer's style is
personable and funny.! The Quest for Endurance is a must for anyone who wants to be their
best self. Secondly, rather than besting an opponent, the only method to set up 30, 40, or
even 50 miles a time for weeks at a time is to best oneself. I couldn't place it down. In doing so,
she breaks down lessons in endurance into concrete take-aways I could use in my life.Jennifer
draws connections between the obstacles the athletes have overcome in their personal lives
and what they are able to accomplish on the trail." An Inspiring Browse for anybody Needing a
Dosage of Motivation Jennifer Pharr Davis' second book was such an insightful and
empowering read!Like Jennifer, this reserve has so much heart.The best quote: When my
husband and I are in the car and we move a runner or walker in the sidewalk, it is organic for
him to create comments about how exactly fast or slow they're going and what their stride
appears like.Whether you're a hiker or not though, this book is actually inspiring and
encourages you to finally pursue that goal you've been putting off.We all have our lengthy
trails, and most of them usually do not include much hiking or working. Outside the forest, our
paths take the form of advanced schooling, climbing out of personal debt, navigating a
career, staying married, undergoing divorce, surviving tragedy, and dealing with disease. It
behooves us never to arrive to quick conclusions about other's paths and instead strategy
each individual with encouragement and compassion. Fantastic. In a day and time when
nearly every activity has its set of celebrities, it is intriguing to listen to the tale behind why and
what sort of couple of people walked and ran their way in to the record books with hardly any
fanfare. She demystifies mythic people in the endurance world shifting their feats from
unfathomable to inspiring. In The Quest for Stamina, Jennifer explores endurance through the
journeys of these who've pushed their limits physically and mentally. She was able to successfully
and succinctly identify, from their successes and failures, concepts that transcend our day to
day lives and allow us to be the best version of ourselves. On the way queries were
unavoidable and she dug for answers in the lives of humans committed to stamina and its
complexities.If you have not explored their very own limits, then this reserve alone may not
provide all the context needed to understand the non-public journeys of stamina, including
successes, failures, sacrifices, and rewards, illustrated in the publication. There are plenty of
funny parts to the book.The last point she makes in the book is compelling and hopeful. Each
fresh trail that I continue is an adventure and though I am extremely scared of encountering a
snake I just obtain out there and perform it because JPD is usually a true inspiration and if she
can accomplish the things she has done I could surely finish a short day hike. it's the human
trait. We exist only as long as we persist. it is the capability to embrace it without result in sight.
I'm not really a range hiker, yet I found myself inspired to press myself outside of my safe place
and examine self-imposed limitations on what I believe is possible in my life. Among the first
factors I've noticed is usually that Jen has actually grown both in her composing style and in
her tone of voice..You're this inspiration to people and a reminder of the incredible factors
people can accomplish with some grit, extreme dedication not to mention, endurance. Jennifer
is a beautiful writer and is as gifted in prose as she actually is on the trial.), I expected this
publication to possess a similar structure where she chronicles her day-to-experiences on the In
at length. While she does that to some extent here, this book certainly has a different structure
and broader objective, but it's no less engaging or inspiring. Hiker and non-hiker alike need
this publication!Admittedly, I do wish she had spent a little more period detailing her (and
Heather Anderson's) incredible feats because there's very little content out there currently
written for, or simply by, female hikers, nonetheless it was interesting to learn about other well-



known hikers like David Horton and Scott Williamson and what led them to pursue their
individual goals and also the challenges they faced along the way. My rule of thumb is that
you never judge someone else's pace or type, because you don't know how much they've
come and what they're still planning to do. Jennifer's brand-new book explores the grit and
guts it takes to be a record-placing athlete. I still highly recommend this book! No matter where
you are in your trip, as Jennifer shows, anything is possible so simply take that first stage and
keep going. Wisdom that extends good beyond trail and into normal life What an amazing
book! Not merely is this her story of ... Book was purchased for my partner which means this is
her review. Traveling the globe to pursue adventure and explore unmarked terrain can offer
more satisfaction than living out the American Desire. Not merely is this her tale of endurance
but the story of how additional thru-hikers, trail runners and most specifically fastest known
period holders endured existence to perform various feats. Stamina isn't just something you
have to finish a trail but it is something you need for every day life and JPD gets this aspect
across at least if you ask me she will.Everytime I read something she's written rather it end up
being book, blog or Facebook post it inspires me personally. I caught myself laughing often.
Through the reading of her publication, I looked up 'National Scenic Trail System'. "Stamina isn't
a human trait; She's so descriptive, effective and personable in her composing that you feel like
you truly get to know her and all the individuals she therefore interestingly describes. We may
be on different trails, but we are all midjourney. Being truly a hiker I adored hearing the
personal interviews of all endurance athletes! Not really a hiker?" This book is a healthy dose of
humor, entertainment, insight and motivation. Stamina is everywhere." JPD brought me to tears
using this type of statement: "Stamina isn't the ability to overcome discomfort; And there is
confounding hope and unlimited possibilities inside our ability to rise, change path, and take
yet another step." Read this reserve. If you are a hiker it'll inspire you. In case you are not really
a hiker it will inspire you. But if you're obtaining yourself amidst an endurance event
(relationship, wellness, addiction, etc) this publication will not only inspire, it will encourage, and
it'll permit you to feel surrounded by other people who are pursuing endurance in the struggles
they face. I had browse Jen's other books, which one seemed like a deviation from informing her
tale to a much broader tale, and it was thus intriguing. That is clearly a message we all have
to hear! Many thanks for sharing your story with us JPD! Once again JPD has written an
incredible book. LONG TRAILS Jennifer Pharr Davis uses her tale and the tales of other longer
trail athletes to market outdoor recreation. Because of this category of trail, there are eleven
with the Appalachian, Pacific Crest and Continental Divide trails becoming the best known. But,
this book has so much more than hiking strategy. Jennifer provides wisdom and insight into all
areas of life and culture today. I found myself wanting to underline and copy quotes from the
book to post around my home. Having read her 1st book - Becoming Odyssa - a few years
back (another great browse! I would recommend this publication to anyone! I am far from an
stamina athlete. The Quest for Endurance shows anyone with a shred of curiosity, how walking
and backpacking is usually independent of gender, age, physical fitness and money. Hurrah on
her behalf authentic voice, persuasivness, and good writing. As she says, ". She explores the
part of gender and is quite honest about how she's struggled with the feeling of not belonging
in the hiker community and even as a article writer, but Jennifer, you so do..if you ever find
yourself feeling misplaced in our contemporary American culture there are other options. Hiking
lengthy trails and existing on hardly any income is a practicable alternative.Once again JPD
has written an incredible book." That counts as helpful information beneficial to almost
everyone. I'm pretty sure, it's better to have fun yourself than to watch others, on TV or



otherwise, having a great time. And long trails are a reference for fun. though I know my body
won't let me my human brain at least is motivated. I am a mother of 3 small children whose main
source of exercise is lifting toddlers in and out of cribs and carseats. These long trails are
wonderful assets for outdoor recreation. They can be used for day time hikes, thru-hikes, and
for quest for time records. She has a distinctive talent for interviews. Wow. As she says, "In the
event that you never fail, you then haven't set your goals high enough. In addition, it provides
great insight into those who conquer the AT. The Pursuit of Endurance is crucial for anyone who
wants to be their finest self. A TALE About People We’ve Never Heard of Doing What We Didn’t
Think Possible In the original story of athletic accomplishment, the unlikely hero overcomes
immense personal and physical hardships through a serpentine group of events to overcome
his opponents, claiming the olive wreath amid crowds of enraptured fans. Quest for Endurance
is a collection of these tales but with a few twists. She couldn't have written this book ten years
ago, or appreciated the lessons to be learned from those hikes and conversations. Reading it,
you are feeling let right into a very personal world filled with heroes who are fascinating,
amazing, wacky, wise, and very much human. There is usually competition, sure, but competition
appears differently when the rivals might never meet and when their efforts are separated by a
few months or even years. Thirdly the hero may be a heroine, with the top times for America’s
long distance trails alternately likely to women along with men. Endurance is hope! Hiking is a
participant (rather than spectator) sport, and so this is, perhaps only natural. I am currently
sidelined from hiking with some health struggles and this book encouraged me even in that
"endurance event... You are not alone. She's therefore artfully woven the personal stories of
other well-known hikers with her personal pursuit of achieving a FTK on the Appalachian Trail,
and also unpacked the motorists and motivations behind endurance. Her years and kilometers
have given her very much depth, and it displays as she has these marvelous and insightful
conversations. First of all, when the hero finds the finish range, he might find himself by itself -
himself the only one present to applaud. They only come from endurance, and the common
bond that is endurance, even when there don't appear to be any additional common bonds.
Total disclosure, I've acquired the joyful privilege to getting to learn Jen and her family over
the last two years, first in a specialist relationship as she was walking the trail I function for, the
Mountains-to-Sea Trail, in North Carolina, and then in a very personal way. I'm not sure we
would have made it through the entire year of her MST hike without each other in a few
respects. I backed her hike and her family on and off the trail, and she backed me through the
decline and death of my mom. Really good book I really like this author, her design of writing,
her determination, and bravery. Extremely inspirational and not just for hikers…. Jennifer’s
storytelling makes for a exciting and easy read. I enjoyed the stories of other hikers and their
record breaking efforts and successes. I would recommend reading all her books to better
understand her very own physical and mental growth in convenience of endurance, as well as
her understanding of both. As an informal day hiker JPD makes me wish to push for more; I am
not a hiker, but what was compelling for me in the reserve, is that we all can go beyond what
we believe we can perform, both physical and mental. Walking, running, working out, parenting,
working, etc., we all use numerous kinds of endurance in virtually any activity. A estimate from
the book, “I remind myself that sometimes you are so consumed by the task at hand that you
don’t realize that you are on the way to accomplishing something amazing." (p. 203) I
certainly possess found myself consumed by many jobs that do accomplish amazing results!
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